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PHILIP CATANIA

“Good Times”
Oil on Canvas
16” x 20”

PHILIP CATANIA
“ENCHANTED EQUINOX”                                                                          JUNE 22-AUGUST 22,  2018

“In the creative act, the artist goes from intention to realization through a chain of totally subjective reactions” stated 
Marcel Duchamp. Replete with visual contradictions that are both mysterious and whimsical, surrealist painter Philip Cata-
nia explores the threshold between perceived reality and the dimensions of imagination. Blurring the boundaries of realism, 
Mr. Catania’s optical illusions reflect an inquiry into the ways in which ambiguity affects perception and how an artist can 
disrupt the search for the familiar. Inviting us to his unknown realm of memory, Mr. Catania’s fascinating surrealist tableaux 
is replete with displaced figures, animals and objects where he reveals the invisible within the visible. Visually narrating 
hidden stories of luminal states and unknown perspectives, Philip Catania’s hybrid universe powerfully weaves a web of 
our subconscious, born in the corner of our minds where dreams and nightmares are suppressed and then come to life.

In his signature surrealist style, Philip Catania’s iconography registers the passage from order to disorder, and how subjectivity 
is inextricably intertwines the real with the unreal. Elusive and emotive, his visceral, illusory figural oil paintings symbolize the 
complexities and contradictions of life reverberating with an exciting visual context. Drawing from the syntax of memory and 
imagination, Mr. Catania’s dreamlike compositions articulate allegoric forms into a reflection of our universal condition. Visu-
ally navigating a world of  polarities, and paradoxes, Mr. Catania’s series juxtaposes humanity’s internal demons and triumphs 
with a commanding emotional intensity. Spontaneous, yet calculated and highly sophisticated, Mr. Catania takes his viewers 
to a fantastical land of displaced dreams where colors glow and our thoughts wander to the mysterious land of the unknown.
 
With a virtuosic balance of tones and textures, Philip Catania renders each dizzying image with spatial manipulation and a 
rhythmic sense of physical presence and syncopation. Mixing broad, thick strokes with sharp, intricate lines, he constructs 
startling compositions which employ a kaleidoscopic color palette with intense colors providing his own spin of the color 
spectrum softening or intensifying them to enhance a dynamic and unexpected effect. Transforming reality into splendid fictions with 
imagery from the natural world and fantastical scenarios, Mr. Catania achieves opulent Surrealist compositions aglow with color.
 
Adept at capturing the human form in vivid, surrealistic detail, New York State artist Philip Catania creates phantas-
magoric paintings that make his distinctive chimeric world viable to the viewer, while also suggesting the mysterious 
visual landscape that lies beneath the surface. Fundamentally concerned with the relationship of dreams and realities and our 
reactions to them, this contemporary surrealist master’s process seeks to open the locked door of the unconscious. World-
wide celebrated and globally collected, the modern masterpieces of Philip Catania have catapulted him to international 
stature where he has been showcased in prestigious exhibitions in both Paris and Florence, as well as the United States.



RONI LYNN DOPPELT

”Starburst Floral #2”
Acrylic on Canvas
31” x 25” 

RONI LYNN DOPPELT
“THE COLORS OF LOVE”                                                                              JUNE 22-AUGUST 22,  2018

“I’ve always painted pictures in which human love floods my colors” mused Marc Chagall. Commanding the emo-
tions of her viewers with rich hues and energetic brushstrokes, Roni Lynn Doppelt’s Starburst series shows an explosion 
of happiness, color, and passion. Juxtaposing vibrant splashes of pigment with crisp white backgrounds, Ms. Doppelt’s 
series communicates undeniable beauty replete with the intangible energies and sensations felt throughout humanity.
 
“My artwork is all about what I value most,” Roni Lynn Doppelt says of her work. “Love of family and friends, love of 
life itself, appreciation of beauty, and love are all very important to me. That is the reason they are always prevalent in my 
work.” With a diverse color palette lending her work to a magnificent range of emotion and depth of sensitivity, Ms. Doppelt 
showcases a dynamic visual symphony established by a seamless cohesion of grand design. Thick layers of paint swirl and 
circumnavigate to create undulating cyclonic forms that whirl about her canvases, alluding to the raw power of both natural 
and galactic events. Her palette investigates primary hues ranging from sapphire blues, fiery reds, sun-kissed pinks and lemony 
yellows, all juxtaposing and intermixing to create expressive, abstracted masses. A marriage of organic line work and opulent 
saturation reflect brilliant energies of unknown frontiers. Exceeding human limitations by expressing the mysteries and the 
cyclical nature of the universe, Ms. Doppelt’s series elicits the awe-inspiring powers and beauty of our expansive universe.
 
Using a distinct, sweeping, painterly technique, Roni Lynn Doppelt taps into emotion through her complex and 
beautiful brushwork. Capturing movements that are proficient and graceful, yet possessing an intuitive, spontaneous 
quality, Ms. Doppelt invigorates each composition with a delightfully kinetic aura. Precision and detail contribute 
to create grandiose pieces that underscore the universality of Ms. Doppelt’s work. Masterful in their execution and 
vivid in quality, every canvas takes on an identity of its own which weaves itself into the greater narrative of her oeu-
vre while simultaneously standing strongly on its own. There is an incandescent quality to the body of Roni Lynn 
Doppelt’s work, an almost ethereal glow that resonates from the center outward. Her indomitable talent translates into 
something truly unique and wonderful, a cosmic lattice work of color and vibrant emotion that captures the imagination. 
 
Globally showcased, Florida resident Roni Lynn Doppelt has been internationally exhibited in the United Arab 
Emirates as well as in Italy. Also a skilled sculptor, Ms. Doppelt has showcased her artwork across Florida as well 
as in the Ocean Reef Beach Club Gift Shop in Key Largo, and the Gift Shop of the Boca Raton Museum of Art. Ms. 
Doppelt has also contributed her artwork to various charities and fundraising events to foundations such as Morse 
Life and the Albert Einstein College.  Amsterdam Whitney is proud to its spotlight on this rising international star!



ANA FARID

“The Sun”
Oil on Canvas
31.5” x 24”

ANA FARID
“CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS”                                                                      JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018   

Paul Gauguin advised, “Do not copy nature too much. Art is an abstraction.” Inspired by this credo, international 
Danish artist Ana Farid’s impassioned expressionistic abstracted nature paintings offer a non-verbal, visceral expression 
of the natural world and are an amalgam of the sensations of our universe.  Capturing the ever flowing and changing 
essence of nature, Ms. Farid transports the viewer to a unique, interpretative realm through her visceral employment 
of color, providing every canvas with a magical, dreamlike quality.  With a kaleidoscopic palette, Ms. Farid’s canvases 
are bathed in burnt rich red tones and intermingle with dusky golden light and cool blues, transcribing a fascinating 
visual synergy of the natural world. The visceral employment of color creates a wholly unique and imaginative ex-
perience, providing every canvas with a magical, dreamlike quality and is a metaphor for the magnificence of nature.
 
Presenting the two realities of nature- the invisible, spiritual world of nature along with the tangible, visible 
world of nature, Ms. Farid’s paintings illustrate a fascinating visual syntax of how the two visions of nature can 
be successfully united. “Each of my paintings tells a never ending story,” she explains. Inviting the viewer into 
a fantastically rouge-hued magical terrain a tangible electric current runs through her art. Often drawing spe-
cific influence from the desert oasis of Dahab in Egypt, Ms. Farid plays with the legendary blue sea and coral 
fish that are famous to the peninsula. “This oasis in the middle of nowhere is where I derive peace, energy, and 
great inspiration for my work,” states Ms. Farid. Evocative, emotional and imbued with great visual energy, her 
modern vision of nature orchestrates luminescent gem-colored forms that vibrantly ascend the compositions.     
 
Investing each composition with incredible vitality and an irrepressible hued syncopation, Ms. Farid’s organic abstrac-
tions pulsate with gestural swaths of bold colors and brilliant plays of light. Tension and energy dominate as her masterful 
color application electrifies the scenes she portrays. With a jewel tone color palette, she captures the dynamism and eva-
nescence of the universe. Mystically peering at us from beyond the veil, the eyes of her surreal landscapes lay us bare be-
fore their gaze, watching solemnly through the paint as we go about our lives, reflecting our own observations back to us.
 
Cultivating a strong reputation in the international art world, this internationally acclaimed artist has participated in a lifetime 
of immersion in the arts, culminating in a wonderful body of work and her career has catapulted her into a meaningful posi-
tion in the contemporary art arena. Ms. Farid has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions in Cairo and Denmark, and the 
presence of her works in prestigious collections across the world, affirms her continually expanding celebrated reputation.



“The Gap, Australia”                                                                                                
Watercolor on Paper
22” x 30”

ADRIENNE KYROS

ADRIENNE KYROS
“LABYRINTH TO A DREAM”                               JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018
 
Georges Braque said of nature, “It suggests emotion, and I translate that emotion into art.” Inspired by this philosophy, 
Adrienne Kyros celebrates the majesty of nature in her watercolor landscapes, portraying the drama inherent in monumen-
tal panoramas and vistas. By creating contemporary versions of classic romantic landscapes, Mrs. Kyros pays homage to 
the magnificence of the natural world with dazzlingly hued chromatic watercolors which reflect her visceral response to 
the natural terrain. By inviting us on a sensorial experience to visit the topography of the world, this gifted artist’s organic 
nature reveries illustrate the sublime grandeur of nature.  Capturing its lush terrain and gentle expanse, she carefully high-
lights  the natural realm with a polychromatic color wheel and masterfully brings to life the vibrancy of Mother Nature, 

With a visceral wonderment for the outdoor terrain, Illinois based Adrienne Kyros emotionally responds to nature’s splendor and adopts 
expressionistic principles to transmit its harmonic potential. Illuminating the juvenescent light and warm colors of the countryside 
and the hillside, as well as ocean views, Mrs. Kyros incandescently shines the spotlight on the natural realm. Poetic in precision and 
poignant in purity of form, her adroit use of the watercolor medium transports the viewer to an extraterrestrial universe of serenity and 
harmony. Cascades of paint create rippling surfaces and demonstrate her self-proclaimed fascination with color.  Visual dynamism 
rushes through the picture plane, saturating the canvas in a dynamic burst of dazzling hues, replete with a richly nuanced watercolor 
palette. Rather than documenting her vistas, Mrs. Kyros nurtures her own personal connection with the land and her highly color-
charged, undulating chromatic shapes convey the emotional effects of her unique vision of nature. With a cosmic swirl of jewel-toned 
hues, her symbolic use of color has a luminous and radiant effect and unveils  a mystical world more vital than our illusory experience.

Hovering between the earthly and the spiritual, the real and the unreal, her exaggerated panoramas provide a vivid interpretation of the external world.
The artist offers a parallax vision which radiates the powerful energy of Mother Nature and reflects the harmonious relationship between 
the psyche and the organic terrain. The clear quality of light and attention to atmospheric conditions evoke traditions of nineteenth 
century romantic landscape painting and twentieth century expressionist landscape painting in which the natural world was regarded 
with awe. With her unique ability to employ color to achieve ethereal clarity, she encapsulates fragments of eternity and freezes them to 
achieve illuminated visual contemplation. Successfully distilling a singular scene into a single moment in time, Mrs. Kyros achieves a 
delicate balance by probing an inner depth and a dynamic power of imagery, resulting in emotive and aesthetically memorable scenes.
 
Declaring the beauty and strength of our environment, Mrs. Kyros’ watercolor oeuvre underscores that nature is universal and can 
be experienced by everyone. Reminding the viewer that the natural elements are accessible to all, she translates onto the canvas the 
ephemeral moment of nature. The  award-winning painter Adrienne Kyros is also widely recognized for her award winning floral 
and still life watercolors. Universally acclaimed, Adrienne Kyros has participated in a lifetime of immersion in the arts, culminating 
in a wonderful body of work and has embarked on a painting career which has catapulted her into a meaningful global position 
in the contemporary art arena. She has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions throughout Europe and the U.S., and the 
presence of her works in prestigious collections across the world is an affirmation of her continually expanding reputation.



LAURENCE LHER

LAURENCE LHER
“REVERIES TO THE SUN & THE MOON”                   JUNE 22-AUGUST 22,  2018

Frank Stella once explained, “My painting is based on the fact that only what can be seen there is there... What 
you see is what you get.” Aligning herself with this theory, French artist Laurence Lher’s abstract paintings 
are influenced by 1960’s Minimal Art, particularly by Frank Stella. Eschewing illusionism and figuration, 
Ms. Lher assembles geometric motifs, with an intermingling of basic and firmly articulated abstract struc-
tures, with very sparse means and radical simplicity. Focusing primarily on the boundary between what is 
internal and external, the play with geometrical elements may at first sight seem more like a search for the 
perfect combination of colorful solid geometrical bodies, as it acquires an altogether different visual vitality.
 
Existing on their own aesthetic terms, her elegant and restrained paintings reveal an energized spatial composition, 
by exploring dimensions through layering simple shapes and juxtaposing them against expressive color.  Spatial 
sensation is suppressed, contours are precise, and the palette is intentionally reduced to three or perhaps four colors, 
which are applied in flat, uniform areas. Employing minimalist artistic language integrated with pure geometry, Ms. 
Lher’s work reflects an aesthetic expression channeled through precise design elements. Intermingling combina-
tions of color tones create diverse image variations, as light breaks through the foreground. Despite their apparent 
simplicity, these essential formal elements allow for layers of complexity to be built upon and experimented with.
 
Masterfully rhythmic, her combination of lines and blends result in a provocative reduction of the universe into a 
rearrangement of simple, perfunctory shapes. Ms. Lher’s purely visual approach obtained through the treatment of 
space and color represents her own limits to the visible universe over pictorial means. Offering work in which starkness 
contributes to objectivity, Ms. Lher all the while strives to convey values of wisdom, happiness, audacity, and freedom.
 
Building an atmosphere with simple, clean lines and limited blocks of color, this gifted artist aligns herself with the 
tradition established by artists within the De Stijl and Bauhaus movements. Utilizing the rectilinear and organic shapes 
in hues, the geometric simplicity of shapes into complex spaces with bold, colored forms, design comes together to 
create an active image where line, color and form coalesce and float freely in space, creating a complex relationship 
between the individual elements and the overall composition. Also a talented writer, Ms. Laurence Lher lives and 
works in Normandy, France. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is thrilled to showcase the works of this outstanding artist!

“La Cerise Sur Gâteau”                                                               
Acrylic on Canvas
20” x 25.5



“2017 Series I”
Oil on Canvas
55” x 71” 

LIZHOU

LIZHOU
“CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS”                                                        JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

“Emotion should not be rendered by an excited trembling; it can neither be added on nor be imitated. It is 
the seed, the work is the flower,” mused Georges Braque. Contemporary Chinese artist Lizhou has taken on 
the challenge of projecting our soul’s eternal perceptual connectivity to his canvases. Treating his paintings 
with inherent artistic instinct, Lizhou’s paintings are homage to the pre-verbal universe, where the forces 
of color and light overflow magically to accomplish visually complex and highly textured compositions.
 
Lizhou’s use of chromatic color and texture formally energize one’s relationship with these spectral 
oil on canvas paintings, in turn producing an emotional effect. Exploring a variety of surface qualities 
and layering fragments of abstracted human forms, animals, and partial landscapes, the collection of 
elements produce dazzling works that simultaneously embody feelings of pause and of chaos. With 
paintings that involve the physics of the process itself, different focal points emerge and regress the 
longer the viewer studies each composition. Saturated color flows across the canvas and transition as 
they encounter each new visual component, resulting in a harmonic journey. The quality achieved by ab-
stracted shapes and figures, visual depth of layers and saturation create contemplative color compositions.
 
However visually enticing color is to our senses, Lizhou illustrates that color is not only about seeing, 
but is about feeling and being touched and inspired by our emotions. The combination of polychromatic 
colors overlapping and juxtaposing becomes a topography of feelings and placement within Lizhou’s 
thoughtfully constructed oeuvre. These harmoniously myopic canvases entice cognition to experi-
ence appearance both visually as an external object and emotionally as an internal effect. Regaining 
autonomy in Lizhou’s work, the bold use of color on multiple visual planes enlivens our experience 
not only with the paintings, but also ignites our relationship to colors seen in our daily environments.
 
Lizhou delights and mystifies the senses with an amalgamation of complexly hued 
layers and impasto textures. With tremendous energy and remarkable vision, Lizhou creates 
stunning visual voyages into the imagination, with viewers having the privilege of being able 
to see what one can create from the world around us. Treasured in international private collec-
tions, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to be shining the spotlight on this contemporary star. 



“Safflowers”                                                                                                                 
Watercolor on Paper
15” x 21”

NANCY MUREN

NANCY MUREN
“LABYRINTH TO A DREAM”                                                                 JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

Pierre Bonnard proclaimed: “Art will never be able to exist without nature.” Discovering a delicate balance 
between earth and sky, realism and abstraction, Nancy Muren’s dreamscapes capture the ephemeral essence 
and tranquility of nature with a sense of internal energy. Focusing our vision on a moment of serenity, Ms. 
Muren reveals an elemental and transcendent dance between atmosphere and light. Painting with an intu-
itive and softly expressive brushstroke, she evokes the ever-changing face of the landscape with an ethere-
al immediacy. Her delicate watercolors maintain the meditative freedom and breadth of her signature style.
 
Orchestrating a poetic visual experience of the external universe, Nancy Muren’s lyrical paintings reflect a vi-
sual harmony of color and composition, offering a sensorial record of the fluidity of nature. “Flashes of beauty 
momentarily pass before our eyes and then fade away. We do not always have the time to notice and enjoy them, 
but they are the spice of our daily life,” Ms. Muren states. Endeavoring to notice and capture some of these fleet-
ing moments, her sublime vistas of luscious landscapes create newfound interpretations of nature influenced 
and driven by luminescent creativity. Ms. Muren paints the wonderful world in all of its glory by capturing the 
ever-changing magnificence of the natural terrain as time progresses through seasons. “I believe studying what 
appears to be real is so much more complex than anything made up,” Ms. Muren explains of her inspiration.
 
Her dynamic paintings visually resemble nature’s bounty, however instead of defining exact places, Nancy Muren 
invites viewers to personally interpret and place scenes wherever the imagination sees fit, involving their own memo-
ries, thoughts and fantasies. Renowned for her sumptuous aesthetic compositions which convey the universal beauty 
associated with nature, her nature oeuvre envelops the audience with their exquisitely sumptuous forms and ebullient 
spirit. Highlighting her paintings is her expert use of sensitive light which skillfully illuminates the quiet compositions.
 
Embellishing her expressionist nature with a spiritual harmony, California based Nancy Muren freezes sensorial 
scenarios and embraces a permanent remembrance of an exquisite, special moment. Ms. Muren’s expressive 
panoramas speak a universal language allowing all to explore within the depths of the unconscious to person-
ally create fantastical scenarios involving the elegantly painted settings. A member of the Oregon and Califor-
nia Watercolor Societies, Ms. Muren’s timeless and inspiring watercolor techniques have earned her national 
recognition. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is thrilled to shine the spotlight on Ms. Muren’s outstanding talent.  



DOINA POPESCU

“Mermaids’ Playground”  
 Acrylic, Natural Gemstones, Korean Lace, Gold Mica Flakes, Dried Leaves, 
 Beach Stones, Extra Coarse Purnice Gel, Glitter 
 19.7” x 19.7”

DOINA POPESCU
“LABYRINTH TO A DREAM”                                                                       JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

“Seek art and abstraction in nature by dreaming in the presence of it...” stated Paul Gauguin.  Inspired by 
this alluring proclamation, contemporary artist Doina Popescu paints dreamlike landscapes, simplifying 
forms to create colorful dioramas of the natural world. By abstracting shapes to create tonal reflections 
of the terrain, her field of vision illustrates hazy, fantastical panoramas which reveal a visceral con-
nection to landscapes, both real and imagined.  An illusory inner world of the sublime is subjectively 
translated and richly blooms into idyllic still lives and landscapes. Encapsulating the enduring energy 
and innate beauty of nature, Ms. Popescu’s compositions invite the viewer into her jubilant domain.
 
Inspired by the thoughts and imagery discovered during her meditation sessions, Ms. Doina Popes-
cu’s compositions represent a connection with our inner selves and the outside world. “A painter 
is an explorer, and the art is an enlightening journey leading us to ancestral memories waiting 
to be discovered,” Ms. Popescu explains. Imagining the world with incandescent reverence, her 
chimerical compositions embrace a visual fusion of naturalism and fantasy. These harmonious works 
feature lush attention to color and careful depiction of light. Airy brushwork lends to her works 
a sense of exuberance, as the subjects seem unencumbered by the conventions of line and form. 
 
Using painterly dabs and flecks, Ms. Popescu captures the dance of natural light on flora and fauna, rendering 
visible the poetic nature of her simple subjects. Elusive and elegant, her pastoral scenes channel the textures 
of our world as she romantically encapsulates the mood and spirit of luminescent landscapes. Unencumbered 
by the boundaries of line and shape, her terrains emanate a sanguine exuberance. Particularly fond of paint-
ing abstractions in acrylic, Ms. Popescu’s combination of paint and subject enables boundless possibilities 
and endless inspiration. Often experimenting with various techniques and materials such as wood, lace, 
Japanese paper, and gold mica flakes, the artist’s saturated canvas is an immersive representation of nature.
 
By reflecting inner visions and translating them to outer realities, the Romanian born, Belgium 
based artist reveals the invisible within the visible. Re-contextualizing nature, Doina Popescu’s 
chromatic palette mirrors the gentleness of the terrain while radiating the warmth and light radiat-
ing from within the artist herself. A self-taught artist, Doina Popescu holds degrees in both math-
ematics and public relations. Exhibiting in Italy, Belgium, and the United States, Ms. Popescu’s 
paintings are found in private collections throughout Canada, Belgium, Portugal, and Romania. 



C

TATIANA ROMANOVA-
BRODNIKOFF

“Thesaurus”                                                                            
Oil on Canvas
20” x 24”

TATIANA ROMANOVA-BRODNIKOFF
“LABYRINTH TO A DREAM”                                                                          JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

“A truly poetic canvas is an awakened dream,” mused Rene Magritte. Exploring what she refers to as “a 
wonderful marriage of art and poetry,” Princess Romanova-Brodnikoff’s dreamscapes portray a visual poem of 
nature-inspired paintings. Her spectral, poetic canvases reverberate with feminine shapes and natural components which 
unite to become visually inspired poetry on canvas. Innovatively illustrating the infinite beauty of nature, Princess 
Tatiana Romanova-Brodnikoff’s lyrical dream-like landscape paintings exalt the ability of creativity as she reveals 
an enchanted kingdom of nature. An illusory world is portrayed where hazy, fantastical vistas transport us from the 
realities of everyday life to a magical, chimerical realm. By transcending everyday reality, she creates paradisiacal 
panoramas, channeling her unique artistic vision to reflect ethereal figures that are intertwined with delicate lily pads.

Decorative flora and fauna cover a background of aquamarine blues as her incandescent compositions are festooned 
with luscious mid-summer flowers and delicate lilies.. By creating a dazzling hued synesthetic phenomenon, her 
unbridled emotion reveals a singular language resulting in a cornucopia of color.  With a rainbow palette that floats 
effervescently on the canvas, she hypnotically creates an atmospheric haze as her imprimatur tonalities result in a 
saturated spectrum of hues and incandescent tones. Mesmerizing and brilliant, Ms. Romanova-Brodnikoff’s opulent 
canvases illuminate an inner terrain which evanescently manifests into a mystical, emotional aura. A visual invocation 
of an internal world, her labyrinthine canvases resonate with an internal synthesis of experience and inward direction.

Allegorically symbolizing that ‘life is but a dream,’ sensual visions of the female form reveal a luscious softness and 
warmth. Rhythmic juxtapositions abound, with hints of latent human figuration half buried in rich pools of texturized 
hues. Equally adept at rendering both the human form and flora, Ms. Romanova-Brodnikoff’s easily translates the gentle 
play of light and shadow from plein air to canvas.. Luminous and lyrical, her chimeric canvases reflect a deep admiration 
for the Impressionist painters, placing a strong emphasis on the interplay of light on surfaces.  With a careful stroke of 
the brush, she captures the nuances of light as they dance upon brilliantly hued flowers and undulating female forms.

Poetically manifesting the divine, Ms. Romanova-Brodnikoff takes life out of its context as she translates 
ethereal scenes of atmospheric nature. Widely admired for her poetic paintings which evoke romantic wist-
fulness, her oeuvre transcends time, conjuring a collective memory or fantasy. Of royal descent, Princess 
Tatiana Romanova-Brodnikoff’s ancestors were Tsars of the Bicephalous Eagle Imperial Throne, ruling 
over Russia, Finland, and Poland. Her art is treasured in both national and international collections and Am-
sterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to shine our mid-summer night’s dream spotlight on this royal art star!



Deconstruction #24 Oil on Canvas 16 x 24

“Pink Lady”                                                                            
Mixed Media on Canvas
31” x 25.5”

KELLY STYNE

KELLY STYNE
“CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS”                             JUNE 22-AUGUST 22,  2018

Gerhard Richter proclaimed, “Abstract pictures are fictive models, because they make visible a reality that 
we can neither see nor describe, but whose existence we can postulate.” Synthesizing abstracted fusions, 
Los Angeles artist Kelly Styne paints in both a visceral and intellectual manner to establish an energetic 
dialogue about perception and the transitory moments of our surroundings. As Ms. Styne’s colorants interact 
with shape and form, her compositions ascend two-dimensional space as forces pulsate through her paint-
ings. With constant discoveries pushing Ms. Styne to new artistic breakthroughs, her compositions bring 
a sense of how art can change the way we think, the way we feel, and the way we connect with the world.
 
Visualizing inner worlds and morphing them to outer realities, Ms. Styne is guided by a sense of free-
dom, spontaneity, and attention to process, as she seeks to create an abstract visual language. With the 
intention of creating compositions both compelling and aesthetic, she expresses the subconscious through 
color, texture, and the evolution of her abstracted forms. Translating her passion into dynamic canvases 
that exude heartfelt beauty, her powerful colors and forms breathe life into each composition. Defined by 
her juxtaposition of harmony and discord, her work is inspired by artists such as Ed Ruscha and Gerhard 
Richter. Intriguing the senses through her often unexpected color combinations, Ms. Styne’s approach to 
painting creates layers which capture movement and a lightness, as if the colors remain suspended in air.
 
Fluidly integrating a syncopated spectrum of the color wheel with topographical layers of richly satu-
rated brushwork, Kelly Styne’s energetic compositions morph into a modern conversation on non-objec-
tive painting. Using a variety of techniques to create texturally diverse surfaces, the colors, details, and 
perspectives fuse into an expressive and newfound interpretation of the world.  “Painting is both a challenge 
and an outlet, a discipline and a passion,” she says. With her compositions reflecting her unique artistic 
vision, Ms. Styne has found that each painting is translated to the next, as if an ongoing story. Through her 
paintings, she is able to transform this passion into a dazzling oeuvre replete with heightened sensitivity.

Brilliant and emotive, Kelly Styne translates onto canvas with a rhythmic beat the magnificence of our world. An 
emerging abstract and pop artist, Ms. Styne has devoted herself to the arts with a career in creative industries such 
as film, editorial and fashion. Culminating in an outstanding body of work, Ms. Styne is celebrated in numerous 
successful exhibitions throughout the United States. Also noted for the presence of her works in a multitude of private 
collections, Ms. Styne’s lifetime of immersion in the arts is an affirmation of her continually expanding reputation.
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“The Cocade”
Acrylic on Canvas
39.5” x 39.5”

AUDE DE VOC

AUDE DE VOC
“REVERIES TO THE SUN & MOON”                                JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

“It is not the form that dictates color, but the color that brings out the form,” declared Hans Hofmann. Celebrating the abstract 
journey of life, international artist Aude de Voc’s expressionist color field canvases investigate the expansive possibilities of 
a non-objective universal language. By exploring the dominance of color in art, her paintings pursue this theory of color by 
juxtaposing warm and cool colors to discover how they interact in order to achieve the effects of movement, space and depth. 
Her abstract quest is to translate onto canvas the non-representational, divergent realities of shape and color, transcribing them 
to a complete fulcrum of expressive sensations. Gestating into a sensory experience, Aude de Voc’s powerful abstract expres-
sionist work illustrates the emotional essence of the natural world and invites us to imaginatively connect with the universe.
 
Revelatory and reflective, Aude de Voc’s compositions are a visual syntax of the illusory realm which transform into 
personal expressions of the inner self. Eager to transform, confront, and mix materials, Aude de Voc’s acrylic composi-
tions express limitless artistic freedom and a sanguine approach to color. Combining bright, acrylic hues, her strength of 
color is a defining characteristic of her lyrical abstractions. Influenced by dynamic emotions, this gifted artist explores 
the many narratives spun by both memory and emotional attachment, resulting in a transcendent oeuvre that is stun-
ningly beautiful. “I try to create a visual harmony that corresponds to the emotion I feel when I paint,” she explains. Her 
artistic manifesto is essentially focused on the subtext that lies beneath the surface where she creates a symphony-like 
complexity in each work, weaving a colorful concert of hues and textures building a rich tapestry onto each canvas.
 
Bridging the world of abstraction, Aude de Voc’s visceral paintings are seen as a creative exploration of internal worlds. 
These visual reflections of our internal and external realms intersect to evoke imagery through bold and instinctive 
brushstrokes which flow from each painting. Cajoling us to probe our own artistic sensibilities, her visual and textural 
non-representational works are laden with meaning as they explore the emotional weight of our world. “To be an artist 
means to know how to take risks, to have a unique way of life and way of thinking in order to offer a different perspective 
on the world. It is a choice of life but also a daily struggle, faced with discomfort, criticism and doubts, but this choice is 
worth it because it is motivated by the faith that is the best quality of a artist,” she muses. Indeed, Aude de Voc’s intention 
is not so much to faithfully represent the world but rather to evoke the feelings and the inherent emotions contained within.  
Dynamic and expansive, the common thread that runs throughout her oeuvre is to unearth new meanings for the viewer.
 
Brilliantly translating onto canvas with a syncopated beat of the abstract, the French-based, award-winning painter Aude de Voc 
simply states that her art is “an ode to life.” An international success, Ms. Aude de Voc has extensively exhibited in France, London, 
and New York. The presence of her works in prestigious collections across the world is affirmation of her continually expanding 
international reputation. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is delighted to feature the contemporary masterpieces of this rising star.



JIAYONG YANG
“CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS”                                    JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

Robert Rauschenberg pondered “You can’t make either life or art; you have to work in the hole in between, which is unde-
fined. That’s what makes the adventure of painting.” Artist Jiayong Yang’s expansive abstract canvases boast the adventure 
of abstract expressionist style, displaying a seemingly simple contrast of color before expanding to offer other interpretative 
possibilities. Influenced by observations of the surrounding world and how these modalities intersect and affect both human 
consciousness and spirituality, Jiayong Yang reinterprets modern abstract art by exploring the spiritual nature of our universe 
through color.  These spirited, flowing compositions provide an important portal through which the viewer can consider 
the complex intermingling between our unfolding lives and the natural elements. Imbued with subjectivity, Jiayong Yang 
invites the viewer on an abstract journey, embracing color, light and texture as the guides to define this magical oeuvre.

Calibrating spectral colored hues which radiate beauty, harmony and light, Jiayong Yang’s oeuvre galvanizes a sense 
of space and depth with non-objective oil canvases that offer a commanding physical presence. Working quickly, Ji-
ayong Yang layers colors swiftly, one on top of the other, instinctively recreating a unique artistic vision. A modern 
articulation of the color spectrum emerges through translucent veils of tones, as this gifted artist orchestrates multiple 
layers and shades of paint to attain an ethereal blend and flow of hues. A love of subtle blending of the color palette 
combined with organic shapes metamorphs into contemporary abstracts that smoothly integrate monochromatic mists 
of color. Deep magentas and atmospheric lavender hues infuse the oil works, with emotion and spontaneity, high-
lighting a fascinating tension between the intricate, swirls of color.  Mysterious shapes create a highly personal yet 
abstract atmosphere, channeling shifting emotions that reflect the every-changing nature of the human experience. 
 
Luminous and radiant, Jiayong Yang’s organic canvases resonate with a dynamic movement, resulting in a more lyrical 
Abstract Expressionism. These incandescent compositions are thoughtful and the forms are unrecognizable with drips, 
streaks and dashes which gracefully echo a sense of gentle emotion.  Intersecting lines and shapes create subtle labyrinths, 
taking the viewer’s eye on an involving and enveloping journey. Winding about in complex paths and spirals, those lines 
have both a high degree of complexity and an arresting simplicity as they create multi-layered compositions that engage 
the viewer’s attention, while also maintaining a classical sense of balance and proportion. The underlying grace and move-
ment of each line or form firmly grounds each image, turning it into a clear and coherent statement of the artist’s vision.
 
Atmospheric and mysterious, Jiayong Yang’s oeuvre communicates the profound power of the universe, embodying a 
mystical world that exists beyond view. With an insatiable quest for color and an instinctive understanding of its nuances, 
Jiayong Yang’s paintings have introduced a unique artistic vision that illustrates an inner harmonic realm of balance 
and spirituality. Celebrated both in the U.S. and Asia, Jiayong Yang’s mesmerizing paintings are treasured in both elite 
public and private collections. Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to shine the spotlight on this Contemporary Master.
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″Stay”
Oil on Canvas
39.5” x 51”

JIAYONG YANG



LULU ZHENG
“ENCHANTED EQUINOX”                                                   JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018

Guided by Hans Hofmann’s statement that “Creation is dominated by three absolutely different factors: First, nature, which works 
upon us by its laws; second, the artist, who creates a spiritual contact with nature and his materials; third, the medium of expres-
sion, through which the artist translates his inner world,” multi-media artist Lulu Zheng’s creative spirit is inspired by this credo. 
Reimagining the external universe, her diverse media works engender a unique visual syntax which forges a link with the external 
natural terrain and the invisible inner spirit. Recognized as both a painter and sculptor-metalworker, Lulu Zheng’s organic oeuvre 
reinterprets experiences which transcend time, boundaries, and borders. Creatively embracing the relationships between nature, 
the body, and the metaphysical world, her contemporary visions are evocative of the natural landscape as well as the human form. 
 
Artistically channeling her background in swimming and her affinity with water into her works, Lulu Zheng’s swimming 
terrain paintings communicate the sensation of being immersed in water’s simultaneous buoyant and resistance nature. Imbued 
with a magical surreal and illusory, element, Ms. Zheng elevates the timeless and celebrated art of figurative painting by 
creating masterful tableaus which unite the beauty of the human form with the poetry of artistry. Capturing the true essence of 
swimming, Ms. Zheng masterfully transposes the synergistic movement of the body interacting with the flow of water.  Rich 
with color and texture, the clear quality of light and attention to atmospheric conditions symbolize concepts of freedom and 
personal narrative. Intuitive and spontaneous, her painting and sculptural compositions reflect the nostalgia and fond memories 
of Ms. Zheng while presenting a universal appeal as viewers contemplate nature, childhood, and unrestrained independence.
   
Exploring mixed media and recycled materials, Ms. Lulu Zheng’s metal sculptures marry her imprimatur painting 
genre with her new exploration of the three dimensional realm. By concentrating her application of recyclable materi-
als to create sculptures, Ms. Zheng creatively displays the juxtaposition between manmade materials and the simplistic 
joy of being immersed in nature. Subsequent luscious textures culminate into a glowing presentation both emotionally 
stirring, as she adroitly manipulates shapes to create visually subjective compositions that challenge perception. Inte-
grating materials such as ink, acrylic, bronze, and discarded packaging from iPhones, Ms. Zheng portrays scenes and 
shapes that represent an idyllic representation of human weightlessness in water and human interaction with nature.
 
Atmospheric and magnificent, Lulu Zheng’s painting and sculptural oeuvre communicates the profound power of the natural 
world as she reveals an inner mystical aesthetic that exists beyond our view. Born in China and trained as a physician, Dr. Lulu 
Zheng now lives in Michigan with her family. Dynamic in depiction and dazzling in concept, Ms. Zheng’s creations are both 
compelling and timeless. A student of the prestigious Cranbrook Academy of Art, Ms. Zheng is studying metalwork to express 
her artistic visions in both 2D and 3D compositions. Exhibiting both abroad and in the U.S., Lulu Zheng’s swimming portraits 
are highly in demand and are a testament to the artist’s profound commitment to exploring the figure. Nationally collected, her art 
hangs in celebrated private collections and Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to shine the spotlight on this important art star!
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“Water Swing”
Oil on Canvas
20” x 40”

LULU ZHENG
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AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY, located on the Ground Floor of 531 West 25th Street, Chelsea, New York City, 
is proud to show in its JUNE 22-AUGUST 22, 2018 Exhibition leading Contemporary Master Artists, whose work explores 
the abstract, figurative and natural worlds, exalting the realm of the aesthetic through brilliant coloration and dazzling 
form.  This special “Mid-Summer Night’s Dream” exhibition, highlighted by the Gala Champagne Reception on Saturday, 
June 23rd at our Ground Floor Gallery, offers a magical tribute which will enchant the senses of both art acquisitiors and 
art aficionados alike. Reflecting a masterful incandescent renewal and hypnotic regeneration of the visual realm, these ac-
claimed international masters define the cultural pulse of the modern art world. Pulsating with dynamic synergy and expres-
sive artistic creativity, these artists render a visual lexicon of sophisticated, eclectic and often joyful representations of the 
world as they shine the spotlight on a unique, universal artistic language, creating panoramas infused with creative spirit.
 
LABYRINTH TO A DREAM is a prismatic portal to nature which showcases unique masters whose individualistic 
lexicon of panoply of hues and masterful brushstrokes culminate in visually rich and carefully orchestrated contemporary 
expressionistic reinterpretations of classically inspired perceptions of nature. Dancing with radiant light and orchestrated 
with luscious color, their enchanted still life, floral and landscape works luminously echo the timelessness and beauty of 
our world. Demonstrating an unparalleled ability to capture the essence and spirit of the natural realm with chromatic 
depictions of pastoral vistas, these lush compositions transport the viewer to idyllic locations through vivid color palettes 
and tantalizing textures. Illinois based master artist ADRIENNE KYROS creates chromatic reinterpretations of classic 
romantic landscapes, paying homage to the magnificence of the natural world while reflecting a sense of exploration with 
her brilliantly colorful watercolor works. With swirling brushstrokes and undulating lines, her brilliant landscapes as-
sume an anthropomorphic quality as her lush, idyllic landscapes encapsulate the tranquility of nature, depicting a pristine 
world untouched by humans. Innovatively illustrating the infinite beauty of nature, Princess TATIANA  ROMANOVA-
BRODNIKOFF’s lyrical dream-like landscape paintings exalt the ability of creativity as she reveals an enchanted kingdom 
of nature. By transcending everyday reality, she creates paradisiacal panoramas, channeling her unique artistic vision to 
reflect ethereal figures that are intertwined with delicate lily pads. Focusing our vision on a moment of serenity, NANCY 
MUREN reveals an elemental and transcendent dance between atmosphere and light in her delicate, watercolor landscape 
compositions. Belgium based, Romanian born artist DOINA POPESCU paints dreamlike landscapes, simplifying forms 
to create colorful dioramas of the natural world. By abstracting shapes to create tonal reflections of the terrain, her field 
of vision illustrates hazy, fantastical panoramas which reveal a visceral connection to landscapes, both real and imagined.

REVERIES TO THE SUN & THE MOON is a compelling exhibition of paintings which magically unites an invigorated 
modern abstract perspective with an expressionistic global vision, resulting in a remarkable visual dialogue of dazzling 
color, texture and form. Through innovative visual metaphors, visceral brushstrokes, energizing spectral color planes and 
captivating compositional structured forms, these gifted artists inventively display their ability to translate the power of the 
universe and the human imagination through non-objective paintings. Commanding the emotions of her viewers with rich 
hues and energetic brushstrokes, RONI LYNN DOPPELT’s abstract Starburst series reflects an explosion of happiness, 
color, and passion. Juxtaposing vibrant splashes of pigment with crisp white backgrounds, Ms. Doppelt’s series communicates 
undeniable beauty replete with the intangible energies and sensations felt throughout humanity. French artist LAURENCE 
LHER’s abstract paintings are influenced by 1960’s Minimal Art, as she assembles geometric motifs, with an (continued…)

intermingling of basic and firmly articulated abstract structures, with very sparse means and radical simplicity, culminating 
in contemporary masterpieces. AUDE DE VOC’s expressionist color field canvases explore the expansive possibilities of 
a non-objective universal language. By exploring the dominance of color in art, her paintings pursue this theory of color by 
juxtaposing warm and cool colors to discover how interact in order to achieve the effects of movement, space and depth.                        
 
CELESTIAL REINCARNATIONS showcases international artists from China, Denmark, and the U.S. whose chimerical 
abstract compositions encourage us to appreciate the global wonders of the world with an alluring synthesis of modernity 
as they whisk the audience on a magic odyssey to exotic realms of the imagination. Celebrating the mysterious and the 
fantastical, they unveil an elixir syntax and transport us to a celestial fantasy world of the eye which reverberates with a 
spellbinding rendering. Each of these masterful artists expresses the magnificence of the sensorial realm with luminescent 
gestural symbolic compositions which take us on a visual odyssey of the human condition. International Danish artist ANA 
FARID’s impassioned expressionistic abstracted nature paintings offer a non-verbal, visceral expression of the natural 
world as she illustrates the boundaries of the invisible, spiritual world of nature and the tangible, visible world of nature. 
Contemporary Chinese artist LIZHOU projects the soul’s eternal perceptual connectivity to the canvases, honoring the 
pre-verbal universe, where the forces of color and light interact magically to accomplish visually complex and highly 
textured compositions. Synthesizing abstracted fusions, Los Angeles artist KELLY STYNE paints in both a visceral and 
intellectual manner to establish an energetic dialogue about perception and the transitory moments of our surroundings. 
With constant discoveries pushing Ms. Styne to new artistic breakthroughs, her compositions bring a sense of how art 
can change the way we think, the way we feel, and the way we connect with the world. Influenced by observations of the 
surrounding world and how these modalities intersect and affect both human consciousness and spirituality, JIAYONG 
YANG reinterprets modern abstract art by exploring the spiritual nature of our universe through color which forges a link 
by creating unpredictable images that eschew a central organizing principle as they embrace spontaneity and intuition.   
 
ENCHANTED EQUINOX reflects the diverse talent of two skillful artists from the U.S who offer a tantalizing perspec-
tive of the universe. By echoing the visual, they masterfully integrate artistic vocabularies with permeated color and light, 
while exploring life’s journey through a visceral iconography. Their matrix of style captures the innate complexities of the 
human condition, translating the intangible into the visual realm as they transform visual sensations info expressive forms, 
offering perceptual twists while rejuvenating the optical senses with newfound aesthetic configurations. Replete with vi-
sual contradictions that are both mysterious and whimsical, surrealist painter PHILIP CATANIA explores the threshold 
between perceived reality and the dimensions of imagination. Blurring the boundaries of realism, Mr. Catania’s optical il-
lusions reflect an inquiry into the ways in which ambiguity affects perception and how an artist can disrupt the search for 
the familiar. Recognized as both a painter and sculptor-metalworker, LULU ZHENG’s organic oeuvre reinterprets expe-
riences which transcend time, boundaries, and borders. Creatively embracing the relationships between nature, the body, 
and the metaphysical world, her contemporary visions are evocative of the natural landscape as well as the human form. 


